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The only complete and clear account 

Inquiry Ends 
On Day182 
The Hinkley C Inquiry is 
now - finally - over. It ended 
at 1.20 pm on Friday, 
December 1 after 182 days of 
sittings. The Inspector said 
he was closing the · 
proceedings "with some 
relief''. 

His brief closing statement was 
repeated for the benefit of TV cam
eras, allowed to film the proceedings 
for the first and last time. The only 
sound after that was the steady 
popping of champagne corks as 
objectors and CEGB staff alike cele
brated the concluding moments. 

Although Hinkley C is still third in 
the league table oflengthy inquiries
beaten by Sizewell (340) days and 
Stansted Airport (258 days) - the 
total time from start to finish was 
still 14 months, far longer than 
initially expected. 

Words, words 
According to the final statistics, the 
Inspector had listened to over nine 
million words during the Inquiry, 
and had been presented with 5,000 
proofs of evidence. 

Michael Bames is now expected to 
complete his report by spring 1990, 
with the government being ready to 
publish by early summer. However, 
there is no compulsion on the Energy 
Secretary to publish immediately. 
What decision he takes may depend 
on the political situation at the time
and what the report actually says. 

SHE Joint Coordinator 
Danielle Grunberg with one of 
the energy saving light bulbs 
which she presented to both the 
Inspector and the CEGB's 
Consent Manager Bob Tivey in 
the Inquiry hall at the end of 
SHE's closing statement. 

Because they last six times as long, 
she said, and use a quarter of the 
power, replacing just one ordinary 
bulb in every household in England 
and Wales would avoid the need for 
llhPWRs. 

The Inspector said he would "enter 
it as an exhibit". 

Picture courtesy of Bridgwater 
Mercury 

Calls To Stop Inquiry 
The CEGB's position over 
the Hinkley C application 
was now "completely 
untenable", Jonathan 
Milner said on behalf of the 
Consortium of Opposing 
Local Authorities (COLA) on 
Day 176. Continuing the 
Inquiry would "amount to a 
face saving exercise". 

sciously" removed the CEGB's main 
argument. "It is unacceptable that 
the Board should continue to attempt 
to gain permission for a station for 
which there is no commitment ... no 
finance available, no certainty that it 
will ever be built ... ," he said. 

Submissions were also made on 
Day 179 by a number of other 
objectors. However, the Inspector 
had already decided that the CEGB 
would be allowed to finish its closing 

Milner was responding to the submissions (which by then had in 
Board's statement that it intended to fact ended). The CEGB had also 
carry on with a revised closing indicated it didn't intend to produce 
submission, rather than the expected any new evidence. Bames confirmed 
withdrawal of the application. that he didn't consider it his job to 

Other objectors entered the fray on shut them up. 
Day 179, when further arguments Following the COLA lead, ob
were heard against the CEGB being jectors therefore accepted, with vary
allowed to continue. ing degrees of reluctance, that the 

Crisp in Aubrey, for Stop Hinkley best thing was to make an additional 
Expansion, said that the govern- closin ~e-·lll 

IN THIS ISSUE ment had "deliberately and con- quiry r hort, ~hru P rm~~~Me. 

Parting shots from objectors. CEGB repairs battered ase. Jfor!' o:n .. _j 
Size well costs. Calls to Stop Inquiry. Short circuit. -~-
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CEGB 
Rewrites 
Its Case 
Depending on your point of 
view, the CEGB either 
cleverly rewrote its closing 
submission to take in to 
account the government U
turn on nuclear power - or it 
was engaged in a desperate 
"face-saving" exercise. 

Lord Silsoe took two days (Days 
177-8) to read the Board's revised 
statement on Topic 1 (Need and 
Economics), with frequent interrup
tions for questions from the Inspector. 

We have already summarised the 
Board's case in Inquirer 21. These 
were the main changes made in 
response to the new situation. 

New arguments 
L In place of the lost Non Fossil Fuel 
Obligation (NFFO) protection for 
Hinkley C, the CEG B relied on 
general government policy in favour 
of diversity of fuel supply, and the 
strategic role of nuclear power. A 
continuing commitment to diversity 
also meant that it was still not vital 
for the Inquiry to consider economic 
comparisons with fossil fuel costs. 

2. The fact that Hinkley C 
couldn't be built in the immediate 
future should not be an argument 
against consent. Approval would in 
fact be useful for the new state 
nuclear company (now called the 
Nuclear Electric) to have at hand 
when the government reviews the 
pNspects for nuclear in 1994. 

:3. Hinkley C would cost more in 
1994, but that didn't make it "un
acceptably" expensive. 

4. Other arguments put by the 
Board on safety and local environ
mental effects were unchanged by 
the announcement. 

n-:~ Never mind wind 
power, wa\18 power, 

......... ~ Solar power,. bloma.~s, 
gtottaerm-.J, h~clro 
power,. combined 
hea.t and power ...... 
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5. Any future design changes to the 
currentPWRdesign were unlikely to 
be significant, and should not be a 
reason to refuse consent. 

Time limits 
"It is easy to see what the sensible 
approach is to an application for a 
consent for a PWR on which a very 
large amount of evidence has been 
heard and the merits of whose 
development have been very fully 
examined," Lord Silsoe said. " ... a 
review in 1994 of the prospects for 
nuclear power would be assisted by 
knowledge of a site that could be 
developed!' 

One issue raised during Silsoe's 
speech was how long any consent 
would be valid for. Somerset County 
Council has seta five-yeartimelimit, 
but it became clear during question
ingfrom the Inspectorthatthiscould 
well become meaningless if the CEG B 
could show that a start had been 
made on the project within the time 
period. 
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removal of the NFFO for Hinkley C, 
he said. "I am tempted to refer to the 
well-known story of the Emperor who 
lost his clothes but, in fact, the 
situation seems to me more anala
gous to a game of chess in which,just 
as it is reaching its critical stage, one 
of the players loses its Queen and is 
left with only a few pawns on the 
board." 

Rugby scrum 
In his closing speech, David Feickert 
(National Union of Mineworkers) 
likened ''the mauling rucks between 
various governments and the miners" 
over the last decade, to the tussles 
between the Barbarians and The All 
Black rugby teams. "In many res
pects," he said, "energy policy has 
been reduced to a ·question of how to 
beat the miners." 

Feickert emphasised that the 
NUM believed in diversity - "the 
diversity offuels with the sole excep
tion of nuclear power". He said that 
Britain was an energy-rich country 
and was presently going through an 

F• al s eeches• energy boom. "We have half the In p . energy resources of the EEC coun-
tries, a spectacular fact many people 

Checkmate oftenforget." 

To Objectors? 
Sixteen objecting individuals 
and organisations made 
revised closing statements to 
the Inquiry on Days 181 and 
182, responding to both the 
government and the CEGB's 
new views of the future for 
HinkleyC. 

John Blake, for the Town and 
Country Planning Association, made 
a typically elegant speech in which 
he said that the CEGB had failed to 
demonstrate a need for the station in 
the context of the new government 
policy. 

Crucial to this failure was the 

Jobs lost 
Feickert maintained that the security 
of energy supply to the country was 
under attack. Subsidies had been 
eliminated from coal production, 
100,000 jobs had been lost, and 600 
million tonnes of coal reserves were 
"thrown away forever ... j ustin order 
to offset the nuclear tax." 

"Behind the statistics is the reality 
our people have to live with. Behind 
every job there is a face and there is a 
person; behind every person there is a 
family and a community. We have 
spent nearly 200 days arguing about 
facts and figures, but the reality is 
that it is people's lives that we have 
been discussing." 

Brian Rome (Bristol Conservation 
Society, CONSOC 11) produced a 
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typically well-researched series of 
quotes to show up the inconsistency 
in the CEGB's case -as well as its 
moments of unguarded honesty. 

The Council for the Protectio'n of 
Rural England argued that the need 
for Hinkley C had to outweigh the 
disadvantages. Since the need had 
disappeared, the disadvantages now 
stared everybody in the face. 

CPRE barrister Bill Hicks said 
that although they anticipated a 
refusal of consent, the Inspector's 
report would still be useful in em
phasising the hidden costs of nuclear 
power and the parallel importance of 
energy efficiency and alternative 
sources of power. 

Graceful retirement 
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the application should be firmly 
refused because it was premature, 
there was no evidence of need, and 
there was no finance. Given the 
possibility of a lengthy review of 
nuclear prospects in 1994 at the 
earliest, there was little chance of 
Hinkley Cbeingimplemented within 
the normal five-year time limit. 

COLA also asked for the compul
sory purchase orders to obtain land 
for the construction site and build 
roads to the station to be set aside. 

£1m More 
Per Day 
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The final week of the Inquiry 
opened (Day 180) with the 
conclusion of evidence on the 
increased capital costs of 
Sizewell B (CEGB 7 Adds 7 & 
8) held over from the 
abortive Day 174. 

This began with the National 
Union of Mineworkers' evidence 
(NUM 6Adds 2-5), presented by Col in 
and Jim Sweet, who argued among 
other figures that the total cost of 
building Sizewell B could reach 
£2,728 million at a lOO& interest rate. 

Crispin Aubrey (Stop Hinkley Ex
pansion) said that the limiting of the 
NFFO to exclude Hinkley C should ~ 
have encouraged the CEGBto "retire . .-. 
gracefully from the fray". Instead, it ~ 
was now left with discredited ar- A 
guments. 

"If consent were granted now," 
Milner said, "local authorities, local 
planning authorities and local resi
dents would lose the opportunity to 
have the benefits and disbenefits 
weighed and considered in the real 
world then existing, as opposed to the 
unreal speculative dream of today." 

.-I .... 

Sweet also quoted the results of a 
study by Gordon Mackerron of Sussex 
University which estimated that the 
extra cost of operating Sizewell B (as 
compared with a gas-fired station) 
would be £362 million per year. "It is 
now beyond doubt that Sizewell, if 
completed, will operate at a loss," he 
said. 

On economics, Aubrey referred to 
the deluge of publicity about rising 
decommissioning costs and thecal
culations which had inflated nuclear 
power from the 2-3p/k Wh given to 
the Inquiry to the 7p/kWh or more 
being charged to distributors. On 
diversity, he pointed out that dif
ferent sources of fuel were already 
coming in under privatisation. He 
later gave a breakdown of 1285 MW 
of renewable projects (including the 
Mersey Barrage) which were ex
pected to compete for the initial 
NFFO contracts. 

Nuclear crossroads 
Concluding for SHE, Danielle Grun
berg said that an "intolerable bur
den" was being placed on local people 
by the uncertainty. "The message 
coming through to us in the last few 
dramatic weeks has been loud and 
clear," she said. "Local people do not 
want another station ... They do not 
want it now. They do not want it at 
any time in the future." 

"We believe we areata crossroads," 
she said. "Either we go down a one
way road to a nuclearno-man's-land, 
or we seize the golden opportunity 
now offered to us by the present 
hiatus to vigorously go down the road 
leading to energy conservation and 
the renewables." 

Grunberg concluded by quoting 
the rising figures of anti-nuclear 
protest - from 23,000 at Hinkley C to 
80,000 against Sizewell C. She asked 
the Inspector to write a report which 
would "open the doors wide for other 
forms of power generation." 

Jonathan Miller (COLA) said that 

.c: 
0.. 

The Government announces that 
the new nuclear company will 

be "cash positive". 

Residents' concerns 

In CONSOC 9Add 1(whichrunsto 
69 pages), Brian Rome said that there 
should be methods to "protect elec
tricity consumers and taxpayers 
against unpleasant surprises" from 
escalating nuclear costs. He sug
gested pre-payments against future 
costs, such as those for decommis
sioning. 

Rome ran into conflict with the 
Inspector, however, when he sug
gested that the level of misTepresen
tation by the CEGB over costs 
warranted the passing on of in
formation to the Director of Public 
Prosecutions. 

Speaking for residents of Combwich, 
Maureen Randall said that it was 
"already a blighted village ... It is 
totally unacceptable that we should 
have to live with the uncertainty." 
John Popham (Friends of the Earth) F i na I Visit 
stressed FOE's contention that the 
tolerability of Hinkley C could not be 
judged without considering its as- The Inspector made his last 
sociated benefits. The case that the local visits on Thursday 
risk of Hinkley C was not tolerable November 30, to see Philip 
had been strengthened by the recent Keen's trees for screening 
change in government policy. Hinkley C and the Combwich 

On the 1994 review and "the Laboratories. 
advantage" of a consent, Popham Mr. Keen lives at Wick, which is 
said that the CEGB would have had very close to Hinkley Point, and his 
to "demonstrate clear benefits in garden has a large variety of trees 
1994 which would more than offset and shrubs which he has used to 
known risks. But the Board's evi- lessen the impact ofliving so near to 
dence had failed to demonstrate this." the power stations. 

Because the government had stated The Combwich Laboratories, which 
that it intended to review the pros- are run by the CEGB, are where 
pectsfornuclearpowerin1994,itwas samples of silt, fish, shrimps, sea
essential to impose a time limit. "If weed, milk and air are analysed for 
the Secretary of State decided to their radioactive content. The equip· 
grant consent it should be imple- ment usedisprettysophisticatedand 
mented within a period of two years extensive, and the laboratories are 
from the date of grant of the deemed set up to do immediate analysis in an 
permission," he said. emergency situation. 
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The Things 
They Said 
"The Inquiry Rules Procedure 
give Lord Silsoe the last word, 
and it is right and proper that he 
should be the one to pronounce 
the benediction before the ship, 
upon which he has been such a 
notable crew member for so 
many years, f'mally slides be
neath the surface., 
John Blake (Town and Country 
Planning Association), Day 181 

"I can confidently say that cer
tainly never in my experience, 
and I think rarely if ever in 
anybody's experience, has a local 
group without legal represen
tation appeared and presented 
their case so consistently over an 
enormously long Inquiry such as 
this." 

The Inspector (about Stop 
Hinkley Expansion), Day 182. 

"Looking back, the messages 
from the past were not auspic
ious. The promise of cheap elec
tricity from the Magnox was 
breached. The promise of cheap 
electricity from the AGR was 
breached. And now, the latest 
shining new idea, the small family 
of PWRs, lies torn apart, just one 
poor orphan clinging on, limping 
uneconomically towards com
pletion." 

Danielle Grunberg Day 182 

Short Circuit 
Effusive thanks were handed out 

on Day 182 to numerous people who 
have beavered away behind (and in 
front of) the scenes at the Inquiry. 
Among others, Lord Silsoe thanked 
the resident policeman, Sergeant 
Monroe, who had "kept us all in order 
with firmness and tact, even Dr. 
Little - although not her cabbage." 
He added that despite the differences 
in point of view, "we have generally 
all got on with each other very well. 

The Inspector thanked the (patient 
and hard working) shorthand writers 
the long-suffering programme of-
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ficer, Keith Parker, the shadowy 
Inquiry Secretary, Sam Collett, as 
well as objectors. These included 
SHE, Brian Rome, who "flagrantly 
disregarded my ruling that the pro
ceedings were to be conducted in 
English" (he started his closing 
submission in Latin), andRonPreddy, 
who had "blossomed as the proceed
ings went along." 

On a horticultural note, he men
tioned the regulardeliveryofflowers 
from Crispin Aubrey's garden to his 
table. "I havebeenencouragedatlow 
.moments by that," he said. Earlier he 
had said how fortunate he had been 
in spending "over a year in such 
pleasant surroundings and such a 
welcoming and beautiful part of 
England." 

* * * 
A new fashion has been created by 

Inquiry regular Francis Stoner, who 
has had his contributions to the 
transcript produced as a compen
dium. Up to Day 172 it already ran to 
142 pages. Stoner was back again on 
Day 181, however, to say his final 
(typically eccentric) piece. This en
compassed quotations from poet T. S. 
Eliot, a reference to Wimpey homes, 
and a request for his costs -amount
ing to lOO guineas. 

'Nuclear power? -No cash.' 

From The Spectator, 25 November 

LIBRARY 
Anyone wishing to consult Inquiry 
documents can do so at: 

Bridgwater Public Library, Bin
ford Place, Bridgwater, Somerset 
TA6 3LF. Telephone: 0278 458373 
and Cardiff Central Library, St. 
Da vids Link, Frederick Street, Car
diff. Telephone: 0222 382116. 

Both these hold complete collec
tions of Inquiry documents. The 
library in the public office at Can
nington will be transferred to the 
Public Records Office in London. 
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News From 
Stop Hinkley 
Centre 
The Inquiry was finally 
closed on Friday December 
1, after several false endings 
over the past few months. 
Brian Rome popped up in his 
Jack-in-the-box fashion 
after Lord Silsoe's final, 
final speech to request if a 
further "S" document could 
be submitted. 

Trust Brian to get the last word! 
Michael Bames · gave his closing 
speech and thank yous, and it was all 
over by 1.20 pm. 

The Stop Hinkley Centre will be in 
existence until the end of December, 
while it is being cleared out. Any 
future enquiries to Stop Hinkley 
Expansion should be made to Crispin 
Aubrey at Hockpitt Farm, Nether 
Stowey, Bridgwater, Somerset (0278 
732921); or Danielle Grunberg at 
Manor Farmhouse, Wembdon, 
Bridgwater, Somerset (0278 422632). 

The Stop Hinkley Centre has been 
a very pleasantandinterestingplace 
to work over the past months, and 
that is thanks to the many and varied 
people who work here or pass through 
as objectors or visitors. For some, 
Brian Rome and Ron Preddy from 
Bristol, it has been their second 
home! Ron's willingness to run er
rands at any time has been inval
uable. 

A very big thank you to be shared 
equally between the volunteers who 
have helped out here with docu
ments, filing, etc., especially Lynne 
Collins and Ritva Underwood; 
Nicola Ramsdep, Jamie Gill, Dickon 
Fell, Sybille Riesen and others from 
the Bristol branch of SHE; the 
Inquirer team past and present; Jill 
Sutcliffe, Stuart Purves; Malthouse 
Duplicating in Taunton for coming 
to our rescue and printing Issue 22 at 
short notice; and of course you, the 
readers! 

Finally, well done Crispin and 
Daniellefordoing such a splendid job 
and keeping everything together so 
well! 

Joanna Balcombe 
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